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Media Pass Guidelines 

What is it? 

Visit Bristol has produced a small Media Pass the size of a business card for all visiting journalists to 

the city, allowing them quick and easy complimentary access to the attractions, tours and 

experiences listed within the pass.   

 

How does it work? 

Visit Bristol receives a high number of media visit requests. We only allow journalists and influencers 

to experience a complimentary visit to the city if they fulfil the following criteria: 

✓ They are a genuine journalist or influencer 

✓ They represent a media title, whether that’s broadcast, online or in print, that reaches a 

significant number of readers/viewers/listeners in line with Bristol’s target audience groups 

✓ They can guarantee media coverage to be generated as a result of their visit 

✓ They will include a mention of the attractions at which they’re experiencing a 

complimentary visit 

Once Visit Bristol has agreed to set up a press visit for a journalist, we then issue a press pack 

containing the Media Pass on which details of the journalist, who they represent and how long 

they’re in the city for will be included. A member of the Visit Bristol team will sign the Media Pass to 

show the journalist’s use of it has been authorised. 

During their trip, the journalist will arrive at your attraction with their Media Pass. Please ensure 

front of house staff are familiar with the pass to ensure a smooth and welcoming experience for 

the journalist. They will be influencing their readers/viewers/listeners to visit Bristol through their 

experience of the city. 

If you require any further information, or to confirm a pass is genuine, please contact us on  

0117 946 2203 or e-mail press@destinationbristol.co.uk  

Visit Bristol will 

fill out this 

section and sign 

at the bottom to 

confirm the pass 

is genuine. 
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